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Introduction: Wideband speech (up to 8kHz bandwidth) offers a significant improvement in the subjective quality over narrowband speech (up to 4kHz bandwidth) [1] . Most of the current proposals for wideband speech coding achieve bit rates of 8 kbith and above, and are targeted at real-time applications such as teleconferencing [l] . Low rate (48kbitk) applications for wideband speech coding include high-quality voicemail and paging services and low rate mobile Internet applications including streaming media and speech storage for online teaching material and news bulletins.
A high proportion of the bit rate used by a speech coder is allocated to the spectral parameters. One technique proposed in narrowband speech coding for significantly reducing this bit rate is temporal decomposition (TD) [2 -41. Note that this technique introduces encoding delay of up to a few hundred ms. For the above applications, however, this is acceptable.
T D models the trajectory of the speech spectral parameters as a weighted sum of interpolating functions. The interpolating fmctions are commonly known as event functions and the weights as target vectors. Quantising and transmitting these parameters instead of the line spectral frequency (LSF) vectors leads to significant bit rate reductions [2] . In this Letter, T D is applied to the LSF vectors derived for wideband speech by adapting the TD approach for narrowband speech outlined in [3]. We refer to TD for narrowband speech as narrowband temporal decomposition (NBTD) and TD applied for wideband speech as wideband temporal decomposition (WBTD). The maximum event duration is ten frames; hence, they are scalar quantised with four bits. Event shapes are quantised using vector quantisation (VQ) following linear interpolation of the event shape vector to a futed length. Target vectors are modified versions of the LSF vectors and can be quantised using VQ. However, to reduce complexity they are quantised using split VQ.
Evaluating NBTD and WBTD: All speech used in this work was taken from the ANDOSL 20lcHz sampled speech database [5] . Narrowband and wideband speech is formed by re-sampling to 8 and 16kHz, respectively. LSFs were generated from tenth and twentieth order linear prediction (LP) analysis of narrowband and wideband speech, respectively, using 30ms windows and 25ms frames. VQ codebooks for event functions and target vectors were trained using approximately 3 1000 event functions and target vectors derived from 30min of male and female speech. NBTD and WBTD were applied to a separate set of 12 male and female sentences. To evaluate modelling distortion we used the average log spectral distortion (avLSD) (eqn. 1) [6], which measures the average difference over N frames between the original and modified LPC power spectra, P(o) and P'(o), respectively, and where o ranges over 4 kHz for narrowband and 8 kHz for wideband speech, respectively. Event function quantisation was evaluated by using the mean squared error (MSE) while target vector quantisation was evaluated by measuring the average log spectral distortion (eqn. 1).
The overall quantisation scheme was evaluated by measuring the average log spectral distortion between LSFs modelled from unquantised and quantised WBTD parameters. The total distortion introduced from both modelling and quantisation was evaluated by measuring the average log spectral distortion between original LSFs and LSFs modelled by quantised WBTD parameters. Table 1 shows the results for the modelling distortion (eqn. l), between original LSFs and the LSFs reconstructed using NBTD and WBTD without quantisation. To indicate perceived distortion [6] , outlier percentages are also shown. Since both techniques achieved the same average spectral distortion values and similar outlier percentages we propose that the T D model is equally suited to both wideband and narrowband speech. Narrowband avLSD 12 < SD 141 SD > 4 1.6 dB I 25.2% I 3.3% The mean squared errors between the original and quantised event shapes are shown in Table 2 for various size codebooks. Results show that event functions derived using WBTD and NBTD can be qusintised using approximately the same number of bits. These results are explained by considering Fig. 1 and the proposal in [4] . Fig. 1 shows that although WB LSF vectors have twice the order and cover twice the frequency range, only a few extra event functions are generated compared to NBTD. In [4] it was proposed that event functions correspond closely to the phonemes in speech, which are independent of the frequency content. Hence the near equality of bit rates for event functions appears reasonable.
Results:
Target vectors derived using WBTD were found to require twice the bit rate for quantisation as those derived using NBTD to achieve similar spectral distortion and outlier numbers. Since this is to be expected, detailed results are not shown. quantised at 1000bit/s using split VQ and more natural than speech synthesised from LSFs quantised using split VQ at 1200bitJs. We propose that this is due to the nature of WBTD, which produces smoother LSF tracks than LSFs quantised using split VQ. This is consistent with the findings in [8] that more natural sounding speech results from smooth LSF tracks.
Conclusions: Wideband LSFs can be modelled by TD as accurately as narrowband LSFs. It was also found that WBTD requires no increase in transmission bit rate for event function quantisation compared to NBTD. Overall, wideband LSFs resulting from WBTD can be quantised below 1 kbit/s with results (from spectral distortion measurements) meeting the proposed transparency requirements suggested in [7] . While the total distortion resulting from LSF quantisation using WBTD did not meet these transparency requirements, we propose that this is due to the model and not the quantisation scheme. Hence, by improving the model (such as suggested in [9] ) it should be possible to obtain transparent quantisation of wideband LSFs at bit rates below 1 kbit/s. This makes WBTD a promising approach to low bit rate wideband speech compression where encoding delay can be tolerated.
